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Add 1 Bottle of Fresh Start Plus
After 24 hours, remove and rinse filters

Rinse the Vanishing Act Pillow and place in footwell of spa
After 12 hours flip pillow and reposition in footwell

STEP 1: REMOVE PHOSPHATES FROM WATER

STEP 2: LOWER CALCIUM LEVEL IN SPA

Freshwater Salt Spa Start-Up

Add recommended amount of salt, shown on table, with jets running
allow 5 minutes for salt to dissolve 
Set your spa's output level shown on table
Add 2 capfuls of Simple Blue Power Boost
Wait 5 minutes before proceeding to Step 4

STEP 3: ACTIVATE YOUR SALT SYSTEM

Test your water
If the chlorine is below 3ppm, add 2 more capfuls of Power Boost 
After 24 hours, test your water. Repeat Step 4's process until you
achieve 3ppm of chlorine

STEP 4: ESTABLISH THE CHLORINE RESIDUAL

NOTE: It can take a few to days to build a chlorine residual based on your initial
hot tub usage and fill water quality



WHEN LOGO LIGHT IS FLASHING (EVERY 10 DAYS):
The logo light will flash as a reminder to check your spa. To turn this reminder
off, you must confirm the output by pressing OK in the watercare menu. 
Test spa water and balance according to the ranges shown below
If chlorine is high, reduce the output level (1 increment at a time). Wait 24
hours, if chlorine level is still high, call store or bring in a water sample for
advice.
If chlorine is low, raise the output level (1 increment at a time) and add 2
capfuls of Power Boost. Wait 24 hours and retest. If chlorine level is still low,
add 2 caps of Power Boost and repeat as needed. 

MONTHLY: 
Remove and rinse filters. Rotate filters to different positions

EVERY 4 MONTHS:
System will prompt you to replace the Freshwater Salt Cartridge. Follow
instructions on control panel.

EVERY WATER CHANGE:
Before changing water, remove filters and chemically clean with Simple Blue
FC-5 Filter Cleaner to remove body oils and minerals that rinsing alone will
not remove. Put filters back in and run spa. This is done to prevent foaming of
new water. 
Clean spa cover and protect it with 303 Vinyl Protectant

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE:
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